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LIVED® Overview
a&dc’s LIVED® leadership assessment and development programme helps organisations identify future leaders and 
equips them with the skills to handle challenges in this ever changing world.

The modules are designed to be highly interactive and engaging, enabling participants to learn from each other and 
share experiences, in addition to the ideas, concepts and examples provided by the facilitators.

New leadership for a fast-paced world!

The dynamics of today’s business environment means that change is now the only constant, and leaders have to cope 
with an increasingly fast paced world where Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity (VUCA) is the new norm. 
The organisations that are equipped to handle the ever increasing challenges of the VUCA environment are the ones that 
will thrive and succeed.

Our five elements of effective leadership, identified through our 
research: Learning, Intellect, Values, Emotions and Drive (LIVED) are 
delivered through development modules, interventions are interwoven 
with current business needs, and opportunities for action learning 
and skills practice are provided between sessions. The programme 
is endorsed by the Institute of Leadership & Management (ILM), the 
largest awarding body for management and leadership qualifications in 
the UK.

Learning: Willing and able to adapt to new environments and challenges by drawing on learning 
and feedback from previous experiences.

Intellect: Thinks incisively, deals effectively with complex and ambiguous information, sees issues 
in the broader context and takes sound decisions based on this analysis.

Values: Acts in an authentic and consistent way, inspires trust and demonstrates integrity, courage 
and respect for others.

Emotions: Manages own emotions effectively, builds positive relationships and uses emotions to 
influence and inspire others.

Drive: Sets challenging goals, takes an action-oriented approach and shows passion and 
determination to overcome obstacles, act decisively and achieve results.



Leadership Assessment

a&dc has created a unique LIVED Leadership Assessment process to enable you to identify leaders with the ideal blend 
of capabilities to perform effectively. Our assessment process addresses three critical questions: ‘Can they do the job?’, 
‘How will they do it?’ and ‘Are they motivated to do it?’ Together, these three questions provide a powerful indication of 
whether the individual will be able to deliver your strategy within your culture and industry context successfully.

Leadership Development

a&dc’s Leadership Development Programme enables leaders to develop and improve leadership skills aligned to the five 
LIVED dimensions, balancing skills development with exploration of business context and the use of personal reflection 
to identify learning commitments. The programme starts with assessment of your current and/or future leaders to 
understand their strengths and development areas for VUCA readiness, using our LIVED model.

Why work with a&dc to identify and develop your leaders?

• We understand what’s required of leaders to be VUCA ready and we will engage with you to understand your future 
context.

• We focus on behaviour, ensuring leaders can walk-the-walk, by measuring leadership ability in action to provide you 
with immediate Impact on Business.

• We benchmark your leadership capability against other leaders at the relevant level of the leadership pipeline. 
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